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Abstract 
This paper investigates forms and functions of user feedback 
in a map task dialogue between a human and a robot, where 
the robot is the instruction-giver and the human is the instruc-
tion-follower. First, we investigate how user acknowledge-
ments in task-oriented dialogue signal whether an activity is 
about to be initiated or has been completed. The parameters 
analysed include the users’ lexical and prosodic realisation as 
well as gaze direction and response timing. Second, we inves-
tigate the relation between these parameters and the perception 
of uncertainty.  
Index Terms: Feedback, Prosody, Gaze, Human-robot inter-
action 

1. Introduction 
Feedback is an essential part of human-human interaction 
where interlocutors continually confirm each other’s utter-
ances in order to build a common ground [1]. Improved under-
standing of how the prosodic realisations and timing of feed-
back is related to semantic and pragmatic functions in dialogue 
offers great potential for the development of human-like spo-
ken dialogue systems [2]. In human-machine interaction, the 
understanding and generation of speech has traditionally been 
done in a strictly turn-based manner. However, recent efforts 
in the area of incremental dialogue processing [e.g. 3] have 
focused on how to build dialogue systems that process speech 
in a step-wise and parallel fashion. A dialogue system that 
processes speech incrementally can potentially utilize the 
timing as well as the production of user feedback to continu-
ously alter its behaviour to the user’s level of understanding 
[4,5].  

Feedback is a broad term that denotes many types of ver-
bal and non-verbal behaviours. In this paper, we focus on a 
subset of these behaviours, namely short acknowledgements 
such as “mhm”, “okay”, and “yes”.  More specifically, we an-
alyse system-directed acknowledgements in a corpus of hu-
man-robot Map Task dialogues in order understand how the 
users’ realisations of these acknowledgements signal uncer-
tainty as well as whether the system’s route instruction has 
been completed. Our future motivation is to employ the dis-
criminative features in a dialogue system to continuously clas-
sify these tokens according to functionality and determine the 
system’s subsequent course of action.  

2. Background 
In human-human interaction, listeners provide short acknowl-
edgements like “yes”, “okay” and “mhm” to continually 
acknowledge the speaker’s incoming utterances [6]. A subset 
of such acknowledgements includes signals of continued atten-
tion, often referred to as continuers [7] or backchannels [8]. 
While carrying little propositional content and being unobtru-
sive in character, it has been shown that acknowledgements 

play a significant role in the collaborative processes of dia-
logue [9]. Furthermore, it has been found that the timing and 
frequency of acknowledgements is critical [10] and that the 
lexical and prosodic realisations of these tokens provide the 
speaker with information about the listener’s attitude [11]  and 
level of uncertainty [12,13]. Additionally, in a face-to-face 
setting, the speakers’ gaze patterns have been shown to play an 
important role for the timing of backchannels [14,15]. 

In the area of human-machine interaction, there are several 
studies on how to automatically find suitable places to give 
acknowledgements, based on human-human [16,17,18] as well 
as human-machine [19] dialogue data. There are also studies 
on how to prosodically realise such acknowledgements 
[20,21]. However, systems that make use of user 
acknowledgements [e.g. 22,23,24,25] do not typically perform 
any prosodic or lexical analysis of the feedback. 

In many task-oriented dialogue settings, one of the speak-
ers has the role of an expert that guides the other speaker 
through some process in a step-wise manner. In this type of 
setting, acknowledgements do not only give the speaker in-
formation about the level of understanding, but also about 
whether an action has been completed. This setting is typical 
for many dialogue system domains, such as troubleshooting 
[26] and turn-by-turn navigation [27]. For such systems, it is 
essential to provide the instructions in appropriately sized 
chunks and in a timely manner, to avoid overloading the user 
with information and to give the user enough time to complete 
the requested action. In this study, we want to investigate how 
the user’s gaze patterns as well as the prosodic realisation of 
acknowledgements are related to action completion in a task-
oriented dialogue system. 

Feedback can also reveal the speaker’s level of uncer-
tainty. Although there are several studies on how uncertainty 
is realised in speech in general [28,29], there are very few 
studies which specifically investigate acknowledgements. One 
exception is [12], who found that different intonation contours 
of cue words (e.g. "yeah", "right", "really") influence listeners’ 
perception of uncertainty. There are also very few examples of 
studies of how uncertainty is expressed in human-machine 
dialogue. One example is [30] who adjusted the content of the 
output in a tutoring system based on the students’ level of un-
certainty. In this study, we want to investigate how the user’s 
gaze patterns as well as the prosodic realisation of acknowl-
edgements are related to uncertainty. 

In the current study, we therefore ask the questions: 
Q1: Can the users’ gaze as well as their lexical and pro-

sodic realisation of acknowledgements be used to discriminate 
between acknowledgements uttered prior to and after action 
completion in task-oriented human-robot interaction? 

Q2: Can the users’ gaze as well as their lexical and pro-
sodic realisation of acknowledgements be used to determine 
the user’s level of uncertainty?  
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3. Human-robot Map Task dialogue data 
Map Task is a well establish experimental paradigm for col-
lecting data on human-human dialogue [31]. Typically, an in-
struction-giver has a map with landmarks and a route, and is 
given the task of describing this route to an instruction-
follower, who has a similar map but without the route drawn 
on it. The nature of this task makes it possible to collect large 
amounts of feedback behaviour. In a previous study [19], we 
have used this paradigm for collecting data on how humans 
elicit feedback in human-computer dialogue, where the human 
was the instruction-giver. In the current study, we use the 
same paradigm for a human-robot dialogue, where the robot is 
the instruction-giver and human is the instruction-follower. 
This has resulted in a large multi-modal corpus of user feed-
back behaviour.  

3.1. Experimental setup 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. A detailed de-
scription of the setup and system is presented in [32], and we 
will only give a brief overview here. The user is seated oppo-
site to the robot head Furhat [33], developed at KTH. Furhat 
uses a facial animation model that is back-projected on a static 
mask. The head is mounted on a neck, which allows the robot 
to direct its gaze using both eye and head movements. Be-
tween the user and Furhat is a large map printed on paper. The 
user can see a digital version of the map on a screen, and is 
given the task to draw the route Furhat describes with a digital 
pen on the screen. However, the landmarks on the user’s 
screen are blurred, and the user therefore also needs to look at 
the large map in order to identify the landmarks. The map 
thereby constitutes a target for joint attention. While Furhat is 
describing the route, the gaze is directed at the landmarks un-
der discussion (on the large map), which helps the user to dis-
ambiguate between landmarks. At certain places in the route 
descriptions, Furhat looks up at the user. The following exam-
ple illustrates a typical interaction between the robot and a 
user, with different temporal relations between the drawing 
activity and the feedback: 
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3.2. Data collection and analysis 
We collected a corpus of 24 subjects, 20 males and 4 females, 
interacting with the system, between the ages of 21-47. Al-
though none of them were native speakers, all of them had a 
high proficiency in English. First, each subject completed a 
training dialogue and then three dialogues face-to-face with 
the robot and three dialogues when the robot’s head was hid-
den behind a paper board, so that they couldn’t see the robot 
but only hear its voice. The order of these conditions was sys-
tematically varied between subjects. The users’ speech and 
face were recorded and all events in the system and the draw-
ing activity were automatically logged. All dialogues were 
manually transcribed and one-word acknowledgements were 
identified. As acknowledgements we included all words tran-
scribed as "okay", "yes", "yeah", "mm", "mhm", "ah", "al-
right" and "oh". Although there were other possible candidates 

for this category, their frequencies were very low. The user’s 
gaze was also manually annotated, depending on whether the 
user was looking at the map, the screen or at the robot.  

For each acknowledgement, we extracted the pitch using 
ESPS in Wavesurfer/Snack [34] and converted the values into 
semitones. In order to get a measure of pitch slope, we calcu-
lated the difference between the average of the second half of 
these values and the average of the first half for each token 
(i.e. negative=falling, positive=rising). Each value was then z-
normalised based on the overall data for the speaker. Using 
these values, the average (normalised) pitch was calculated 
for each token. A measure of duration was also calculated by 
counting the number of voiced frames (each 10ms) for the to-
ken. To measure the average (normalised) intensity, we used 
Praat [35] and then calculated the average dB (z-normalised 
for the speaker). The intensity measures used were extracted 
from voiced intervals only. 

For each token, we also defined a binary feature of 
whether the user gazed at the robot at any point in a time 
window between 1 second before and 1 second after the token. 
To get a measure of drawing activity in relation to the feed-
back, we calculated the number of pixels drawn between the 
end of the last system instruction up to the middle of the feed-
back, and the number of pixels drawn in a window between 
the middle of the feedback and 3 seconds after. 

4. Results 
In total, there were 1568 feedback tokens in the whole dataset. 
The prosodic extraction failed for some tokens, so for the pro-
sodic analysis we were able to use 1464 tokens. For the gaze 
analysis, we could only use the dialogues with a face-to-face 
condition, which resulted in 807 tokens. In the following anal-
ysis, all tests for significance are done using two-tailed tests at 
the .01 level. 

4.1. Task activity completion  
First, we investigated how the realisation of acknowledge-
ments relates to the user’s drawing activity. Here we try to 
discriminate between acknowledgements with four different 
functions: (1) that an activity is about to be initiated (before 
drawing), (2) that it is underway (while drawing), (3) that it 
has been completed (after drawing), or (4) that it has already 
been completed in a previous step (no drawing). All pen 
movements of more than 50 pixels within the before/after 
windows (as defined above) were considered as drawing.  Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the timing of acknowledgements in relation to 
the end of the previous system utterance. A bit surprisingly, 
the timing of the acknowledgement does not in itself reveal 

Figure 1: The experimental setup.
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very much about its temporal relation to the drawing activity, 
especially for early acknowledgements (which is also most 
common). 

Figure 2: Acknowledgement frequency and activity 
completion over response time.

A chi-square test was used to investigate the relationship be-
tween the lexical realisation of acknowledgements and draw-
ing activity. The results were significant (χ2(21, N=1568) = 
248.19), showing that there is a difference in the distribution 
of lexical tokens between the different drawing activity clas-
ses. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3, “yes” is more like-
ly to signal “no drawing” activity, whereas “okay” shows an 
opposite distribution.  

Figure 3: Distribution of lexical tokens depending on 
activity completion. * marks significant differences 
from the overall distribution. 

Next, we used a MANOVA to explore the relationship be-
tween the prosodic realisation of the acknowledgement and the 
different drawing activity classes. The prosodic features de-
scribed in 3.2 were used as dependent variables and the draw-
ing activity class was used as the independent variable. The 
results show a general significant effect (F(28, 5240)=39.96; 
Wilk's �=0.50), as well as several individual significant ef-
fects in post-hoc tests (Tukey HSD). All prosodic features ex-
cept average pitch showed effects. Significant results are 
summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. For example, acknowl-
edgements with “no drawing” have a higher intensity, shorter 
duration and a relatively flat pitch. Acknowledgements “be-
fore drawing” and “while drawing” both have a lower intensity 
and longer duration, but differ in that “while drawing” has a 
higher rising pitch. Since the uneven distribution of lexical 
tokens may influence these differences, we also conducted 
separate MANOVA analyses for the two most frequent tokens 
– “okay” and “yes” – which also showed significant effects. 
As can be seen in the post-hoc tests reported in Table 2, the 

general patterns are the same, even though some individual 
effects are different. 

Table 1. The relationship between drawing activity 
and prosody. 
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Table 2. Post-hoc analysis for differences in effect of  
drawing activity on prosody. 
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For the face-to-face conditions, we also counted the number of 
times that the user gazed at the robot in vicinity of the feed-
back and a chi-square test was used to investigate the relation-
ship between gaze and drawing activity. The results are pre-
sented in Table 3, showing clear significant effects 
(χ2(3, N=807) = 55.99) – users tend to look more at the robot 
when they do not have to draw, and even more when they have 
completed the drawing activity. 

Table 3. The relationship between drawing activity and gaze. 
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4.2. Uncertainty  
In order to analyse uncertainty in acknowledgements, a binary 
distinction between certain and uncertain was made, and all 
acknowledgment tokens were manually annotated for these 
two categories, resulting in 1376 certain tokens and 192 un-
certain tokens. In order to validate the annotation scheme, we 
randomly selected 110 pairs of certain/uncertain tokens in the 
same lexical category. These were then presented to a second 
and third annotator who had to select which one in each pair 
sounded more certain. The annotators did not get any dialogue 
context and were not given information about the other anno-
tators' labelling. The cross-annotator agreement was measured 
in a multirater kappa analysis [36], which resulted in a kappa 
score of 0.63 – a substantial agreement according to [37].   

A chi-square test was used to investigate the relationship 
between the lexical realisations and uncertainty. The results 
were significant (χ2(7, N=1568) = 272.87), showing that there 
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is a difference in the distribution of lexical tokens between the 
certain and uncertain categories. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 
distribution varies a lot – all lexical tokens except “alright” 
and “okay” are significantly different between the certain and 
uncertain categories. 

Figure 4: Distribution of lexical tokens depending on 
uncertainty.  

Next, we wanted to see how uncertainty is related to the pro-
sodic features described in 3.2, as well as the drawing activity. 
All these features were used as dependent variables in a 
MANOVA, which showed a general significant effect (F(6, 
1457)=71.85; Wilk's �=0.77). The results are summarized in 
Table 4. All prosodic features except average pitch show ef-
fects. “Certain” acknowledgements have higher intensity, 
shorter duration, and a more rising pitch. Table 4 also shows a 
separate analysis of “okay” (which was equally common in 
both categories and frequent enough). As can be seen, all sig-
nificant differences except pitch slope remain. However, for 
intensity the trend now goes in the opposite direction – “okay” 
has a lower intensity when expressed as “certain”. We do not 
have a good explanation for this, and this difference needs to 
be investigated further.  

As can be seen in Table 4, the drawing-activity before us-
ers produce an acknowledgement is higher when they are per-
ceived as "certain", whereas their drawing activity after they 
produced the feedback token is lower when they are perceived 
as "certain". One possible explanation for this could be that 
when users do not know immediately what to draw, they are 
more likely to express this uncertainty before drawing.  

Table 4. Significant differences in prosody and draw-
ing activity between certain/uncertain. 
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For the face-to-face conditions, we also counted how many 
times the user gazed at the robot in vicinity of the acknowl-
edgement, depending on uncertainty. The results are shown in 
Table 5, and show significant effects (χ2(1, N=807) = 23.18) – 

users tend to look more at the robot when they are certain than 
when they are uncertain.  

Table 5. Certain/uncertain vs. user’s gaze. 
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5. Conclusions and Discussion 
In this paper we investigated forms and functions of user 
acknowledgements in a map task dialogue between a human 
and a robot. First, we noticed that users’ realisations of 
acknowledgements in task-oriented dialogue can be used to 
identify whether an activity is about to be initiated, is under-
way, has been completed, or was already completed in a pre-
vious step. An analysis of response time showed that this fac-
tor in itself does not reveal much about task completion. How-
ever, analyses of the distribution of lexical tokens, prosody 
and gaze, showed that these factors reveal a lot about task ac-
tivity completion. For example, the use of "okay" is associated 
with execution of the action, whereas "yes" is more likely to 
signal that the activity has already been completed. The latter 
can also be signalled with a higher intensity. The use of 
"mhm" is more common before or while executing an action, 
but this can also be signalled with a longer duration in other 
lexical tokens. In addition, users tend to gaze more at the robot 
when the action has been completed, which is in line with 
general gaze patterns found in turn-taking behaviour [38,15].  

Next, we investigated the relation between these parame-
ters and the perception of uncertainty. The results show that 
uncertainty is more often expressed with “mm” and “ah”, 
whereas certainty is more often expressed with “yes”. In the 
cases where the distributions are similar, as for “okay”, the 
prosodic patterns could be used to identify uncertain user 
feedback. For example, uncertainty seems to be associated 
with longer duration, a finding which is line the analysis re-
ported in [11]. It was also shown that the users’ gaze and 
drawing activity (if observable by the system) is informative. 
The significant effect of drawing activity also indicates an in-
teresting relationship between uncertainty and task completion 
that calls for further investigation.  

As a next step we will use these features in combination to 
build a classifier for task activity completion and uncertainty 
that can be used online in a dialogue system. For example, the 
speech generation component could incrementally adapt the 
output to the user’s feedback [4,5]. The problem of knowing 
whether an action has been completed is of course not limited 
to drawing a route on a map, but should be applicable to many 
types of task-oriented dialogue settings.   

To our knowledge, no other studies have previously ex-
plored how users’ gaze patterns and prosodic realisations of 
acknowledgements are related to task completion and uncer-
tainty in a human-machine dialogue setting. 
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